Boxart is a young company that has achieved a remarkable success in a few years on the national
and foreign markets; established in 1993 over the years its production has been broadened
considerably making design and material research its principal goal.
Today, thanks to the cooperation with architects and designers, Boxart is present in the market with
a wide range of products for the bathroom including both accessories and furniture characterized by
smooth line and clean shapes unspoiled by superfluous excess.
Vizi and Virtù identify the two collections where Vizi relates to the accessories and Virtù to the
furniture including bathtubs, washbasins and tops.
In addition to the standard materials used by Boxart such as natural stones, glass and resin, we have
added the wood with its warm and elegant shades, pleasant to the touch, pure and natural.
High quality is guaranteed by both materials and workmanship of Italian origin, almost exclusively
Tuscan, also finishing and quality control are always done by hand, piece by piece. The techniques
used allow to realize almost always tailored pieces, by customer’s design.
Boxart’s production is versatile and has a broad decorating capacity. It is able to satisfy both
contemporary and classic settings and shows the company’s ability to provide an elegant and
prestigious product.

VIZI e VIRTÙ di

BOXART

MATERIALS		

PRODUCTS

Stone
Washbasins 		
					

counter top or wall-hung pp. 18-19, 23-25, 32-35, 38-42,
free standing pp. 16-17, 26-27, 28-31, 43

			

Shower trays

pp. 5, 12-13, 27, 41, 43, 46, 51, 53, 72, 78

			

Tops			

pp. 25, 45, 51, 53, 73, 78

			

Bathtubs 		

pag. 20

			

Mirrors 		

pp. 19, 25, 27, 29, 31, 78

			
Coverings
						

pp. 5-13, 21, 27, 33, 43, 46, 51-53, 59, 69, 72-73, 78
info pp. 14-15

			

Accessories		

pp. 36-37 (Crop, Step, Stendhal, Slim, Pompei)

Glass

Washbasins 		

pp. 44-61

			

Tops			

pp. 32-33

			

Mirrors 		

pp. 45-49, 51-53, 60-61

			

Accessories 		

pp. 62-65 (Fibra, Corinto)

Wood 		

Washbasins		

pp. 68, 71

			

Tops			

pp. 19, 34-35, 46, 66

			

Wall cabinets		

pp. 17-18, 35

			
			
			

Bathtubs 		

pp. 67, 69, 70-71

Footboards 		

pp. 5, 51, 78

Resin		

Washbasins 		

pp. 73-76, 78-83

			

Accessories 		

pp. 84-85 (Positano)

Mounting
components 				
		

pag. 86

PIETRA

PIETRA
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SITTING FOR TURKISH BATH and FOUNTAIN, bespoke elements

Shower environment for exclusive spaces dedicated to relaxation and well-being. On the walls, golden
travertine slabs mounted with open book effect, which emphasize the uniqueness of the vein.
Thin, comfortable and stylish shelves, made of the same material, complete the space.

PIETRA

PIETRA
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Bespoke wall and floor coverings in classic travertine, make unique your bathroom.

PIETRA

PIETRA
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Travertine is the perfect material to decorate your home in a classic and elegant way but the design and
processing techniques makes it suitable for more modern settings as well.

PIETRA

PIETRA
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By virtue of the wide range of stones available, technology and experience,
Boxart is able to realize different environments, classical and contemporary, and tailored.

PIETRA

PIETRA
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Floor, wall facing and shower tray in walnut travertine filled and honed.

White Rapolano travertine filled and brushed; bespoke washbasin and shower corner.

CUT TO SIZE FLOORING AND WALL FACING

STANDARD FORMAT TILES

With “cut to size” we mean a floor or wall facing made by bespoke panels which are a submultiple of
the surface to be covered.

With “standard format” we mean available tiles in the following sizes:

Panels are 2 cm thick, with bevelled edges, and they are filled and numbered on the reverse side in
relation to the lying guide that we supply, in order to simplify the installation.

Dimensions in cm
10 x 10
10 x 20
20 x 20
20 x 40,6
30,5 x 30,5 30,5 x 61
40,6 x 40,6 40,6 x 61

This type of processing, allows to minimize the joints, and permits to recreate the original stone vein,
to obtain an open book effect, enhancing the impression of a stone cladding (see pag. 5 and 78)

10 x 40,6
20 x 61

With cut to size panels, it’s possible to ask a special finish called as “vergata”.
This is an exclusive finish obtained through three different mechanical and manual processing
stages, which gives to the panel a unique and particular look. (see pag. 43)

Tiles are 1,3 cm thick, with sharp edges and supplied unfilled
(to be filled during installation in case).

Our travertines are cross cut, so the veins given by sedimentation layers are not visibile, and tiles
have an elegant spotted look called “cloudy”.

Material
Material
Classic travertine
Becagli travertine
Walnut travertine
Golden travertine
White Rapolano travertine

Finishing
Brushed or honed and unfilled
Brushed or honed and unfilled
Brushed or honed and unfilled
Brushed or honed and unfilled
Brushed or honed and unfilled

Available materials usually are:
Classic travertine: stone quarried in Tuscany and in the center of Italy, with a beige background
lightly spotted.
Becagli travertine: stone quarried in Tuscany with marked clouds tending to dark brown
Walnut travertine: stone quarried in Tuscany with a dark walnut background, rather uniform.
Golden travertine: stone quarried in Tuscany with a light background that has spots and strong
golden veins.
White Rapolano travertine: tone quarried in Tuscany with a white ivory background and veins
tending to black.
White Carrara marble: stone quarried in Tuscany with a light gray background and strong gray
veins called “scrawly”.
Other stones or formats can be available on demand.

PIETRA

PIETRA
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FLOORING AND WALL FACING

Classic travertine

Becagli travertine

Walnut travertine

Golden travertine

White Rapolano travertine

White Carrara marble

Finish
honed
brushed
vergata
honed
brushed
vergata
honed
brushed
vergata
honed
brushed
vergata
honed
brushed
vergata
honed
brushed
vergata
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WASHBASIN 7236 000 semi–recessed in classic travertine dim. 42 x 60 x h.10
TOP 7235 000 in classic travertine dim. 55 x 150 x h.10
UPRIGHT FOR TOP 7239 200 in classic travertine dim. 55 x 10 x h.73
BRACKET 7999 000 chrome brass

WASHBASIN 7238 000 undercounter in classic travertine dim. 43 x 58 x h.10
TOP 7237 010 in classic travertine with walnut travertine insert dim. 55 x 150 x h.10
UPRIGHT FOR TOP 7239 200 in classic travertine dim. 55 x 10 x h.73

PIETRA

PIETRA

18

19

This washbasin, designed for small spaces has small size and deep enough to
allow a comfortable and easy use. The stone block, worked in one piece has
been shaped so as to obtain a lateral shelf practical and functional.

WASHBASIN 7214 000 rectangular, in classic travertine,
with tap hole, dim. 55 x 50 x h.15
available also in walnut travertine 7214 001
in white Carrara marble 7214 002
BRACKET 7999 000 chrome brass
WALL UNIT 7700 002 in white coloured ash,
dim. 38 x 50 x h.40
available also in wengé coloured ash 7700 001
WASHBASIN 7229 022 rectangular, in white Rapolano travertine, dim. 65 x 34 x h.14
available also in classic travertine 7229 000
walnut travertine 7229 001
MIRROR 7501 022 with frame in white Rapolano travertine, dim. 70 x 70
available also dim. 70 x 90 7295 022
SHELVES in teak available bespoke

PIETRA

PIETRA
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BATHTUB 7601 000 in classic travertine, dim. 200 x 100 x h.50
available also in walnut travertine 7601 001
white Carrara marble 7601 002

BATHTUB 7602 000 in classic travertine dim. 180 x 85 x h.50
available also in walnut travertine 7602 001
white Carrara marble 7602 002

Floor in classic travertine unfilled, poolside elements in solid stone.

PIETRA

PIETRA
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WASHBASIN 7217 001 rectangular in walnut travertine dim. 55 x 100 x h.8
available also in classic travertine 7217 000
white Carrara marble 7217 002;

Bespoke washbasin in walnut travertine filled and honed.

WASHBASIN 7224 001 round, in walnut travertine, Ø 50 x h.10
available also in classic travertine 7224 000
white Carrara marble 7224 002

PIETRA

PIETRA
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WASHBASIN 7312 010 truncated cone, in golden travertine Ø 50 x h.15
available also in classic travertine 7312 000
walnut travertine 7312 001

TOP 7434 001 in brushed slate dim. 55 x 130 x h. 7
available also in classic travertine 7434 000
white Rapolano travertine 7434 022
golden travertine 7434 010
SPLASH 7440 001 in brushed slate dim. 2 x 130 x h.30
available also in classic travertine 7440 000
white Rapolano travertine 7440 022
golden travertine 7440 010
POSTS 7890 000 in stainless steel dim. 50 x h.72
MIRROR 7247 010 with frame in golden travertine dim. 60 x 110
available also in classic travertine 7247 000
walnut travertine 7247 001

PIETRA

PIETRA
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WASHBASIN 7219 000 column in classic travertine, Ø 42 x h.83
available also in walnut travertine 7219 001
white Carrara marble 7219 002

WASBASIN 7216 000 column in classic travertine, Ø 42 x h.90
available also in walnut travertine 7216 001
white Carrara marble 7216 002 (see page 43)
MIRROR 7240 000 with double frame in classic and walnut travertine dim. 80 x 80
available also dim. 90 x 70 7245 000
SHOWER TRAY, bespoke element.
PANELS for covering in golden travertine filled and brushed,
large format with vein reconstruction, see p. 14-15

PIETRA

PIETRA
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WASHBASIN 7218 000 in classic and walnut travertine dim. 45 x 80 x h.90
available also in white Carrara marble 7218 002
walnut travertine 7218 001
MIRROR 7240 000 with double frame in classic and walnut travertine dim. 80 x 80
available also dim. 90 x 70 7245 000

PIETRA

PIETRA
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DOUBLE WASHBASIN 7322 010 in golden travertine dim. 50 x 120 x h.15
available also in classic travertine 7322 000
walnut travertine 7342 001
SPLASH 7340 010 in golden travertine dim. 2 x 120 x h.30
available also in classic travertine 7340 000
walnut travertine 7340 001
SHELF 7342 010 in golden travertine dim. 50 x 117,6
available also in classic travertine 7342 000
walnut travertine 7342 001
STRUCTURE 7895 000 in stainless steel dim. 50 x 120 x h.76
MIRROR 7247 010 with frame in golden travertine dim. 60 x 110
available also in classic travertine 7247 000
walnut travertine 7247 001

PIETRA

PIETRA

WASHBASIN 7210 000
round in classic travertine Ø 42 x h.14
available also in walnut travertine 7210 001
white Carrara marble 7210 002
honed slate 7210 011
GLASS TOP bespoke shaped
BRACKET chrome brass 7997 000
BRACKET TOWEL
chrome brass 7998 000
for wall-hung washbasins

32

33

Glass top bespoke shaped, can be coordinated to a stone basin, creating
a striking contrast. Honed slate sink in picture.

PIETRA

PIETRA
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WASHBASIN 7225 000 in classic travertine dim. 38 x 130 x h.16
available also in walnut travertine 7225 001
TOP 7706 001 in wengé coloured ash dim. 55 x 150 x h. 8
available also white coloured ash 7706 002
POSTS 7709 001 in wengé coloured ash dim. 55 x 8 x h. 64
available also white coloured ash 7709 002
CABINET 7702 001 in wengé coloured ash dim. 38 x 45 x h. 190
available also white coloured ash 7702 002

PIETRA

PIETRA
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WAHBASIN 7226 002 oval, with tap hole, in white Carrara marble dim. 78 x 50 x h.16
available also in classic travertine 7226 000
walnut travertine 7226 001

WASHBASIN 7227 002 round, in white Carrara marble Ø 44 x h.16
available also in classic travertine 7227 000
walnut travertine 7227 001

WASHBASIN 7227 102 round,
with tap hole, in white Carrara marble
dim. 53x44x h.16
available also in classic travertine 7227 100
walnut travertine 7227 101
BRACKET 7989 000
chrome brass

PIETRA

PIETRA
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WASHBASIN 7211 002 oval in white Carrara marble dim. 44 x 66 x h. 15
available also in classic travertine 7211 000
walnut travertine 7211 001

KITCHEN SINK 7222 002 in white Carrara marble dim. 62 x 120 x h.16
available also in classic travertine 7222 000
walnut travertine 7222 001

WASHBASIN 7213 002 rectangular with half barrel internal, in white Carrara marble dim. 44 x 50 x h.13
available also in classic travertine 7213 000
walnut travertine 7213 001

SHOWER TRAY 7285 002 wave pattern, in white
Carrara marble dim. 80 x 80 x h.7
available also in classic travertine 7285 000
walnut travertine 7285 001

PIETRA

PIETRA
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WASHBASIN 7221 002 oval, in white Carrara marble dim. 40 x 60 x h.12
available also in classic travertine 7221 000
walnut travertine 7221 001

WASHBASIN 7216 002 column, in white Carrara marble Ø 42 x h.90
available also in classic travertine 7216 000 (see page 27)
walnut travertine 7216 001
SHOWER TRAY 7291 002 in white Carrara marble dim. 90 x 90 x h.7
available also in classic travertine 7291 000
walnut travertine 7291 001
Wall facing in white Carrara marble, large format, vergata; see pp.14 - 15

WASHBASIN 7228 002 rectangular, in white Carrara marble
dim. 40 x 60 x h.12
available also in classic travertine 7228 000
walnut travertine 7228 001

VETRO

VETRO
44

WASHBASIN 7511 003 oval, decorated glass, emerald green dim. 40 x 50 x h. 15
available also round Ø 40 7510 003
MIRROR 7502 003 with emerald green decorated glass frame dim. 70 x 90
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 003
dim. 30 x 110 7504 003
Accessories emerald green decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 - 63
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VETRO

VETRO
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WASHBASIN 7511 088 oval, lilac decorated glass, dim. 40 x 50 x h. 15
available also round Ø 40 7510 088
TOP 7705 001 in wengé coloured ash dim. 55 x 100 x h. 8
available also white coloured ash 7705 002
POSTS 7709 001 in wengé coloured ash dim. 55 x 8 x h. 64
available also white coloured ash 7709 002
MIRROR 7504 088 with lilac decorated glass frame dim. 30 x 110
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 088
dim. 70 x 90 7502 088
SHOWER TRAY 7295 010 modular, dim. 80 x 80 (consisting of 5 parts supplied decomposed and a stainless steel bowl
42 x 42 cm., to be fitted flush with the floor) in golden and walnut travertine
available also in classic travertine 7295 000
in classic and walnut travertine 7295 001
Wall facing in walnut travertine unfilled and brushed, standard format, see pp. 14 - 15
Accessories lilac decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 – 63

VETRO

VETRO
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WASHBASIN 7511 011 oval, in anthracite decorated glass
dim. 40 x 50 x h. 15
available also round Ø 40 7510 011
MIRROR 7504 011 with anthracite decorated glass frame
dim. 30 x 110
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 011
dim. 70 x 90 7502 011
Accessories anthracite decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 – 63

WASHBASIN 7510 007 round, turquoise decorated glass Ø 40 x h. 14
available also oval dim. 40 x 50 x h.15 7511 007
MIRROR 7501 007 with turquoise decorated frame dim. 70 x 70
available also dim.70 x 90 7502 007 dim. 30 x 110 7504 007

VETRO

VETRO
WASHBASIN 7511 033 oval, pistachio decorated glass dim. 40 x 50 x h. 15
available also round Ø 40 7510 033
TOP 7434 010 in golden travertine, filled and brushed dim. 55 x 130 x h 7
available also classic travertine 7434 000
white Rapolano travertine 7434 022
brushed slate 7434 001
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BRACKET 7999 000 chrome brass
MIRROR 7502 033 pistachio decorated glass frame dim. 70 x 90
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 033
dim. 30 x 110 7504 033
SHOWER TRAY 7281 010 sunburst pattern dim. 80 x 80 x h.5
in golden travertine,
available also classic travertine 7281 000
walnut travertine 7281 001
white Rapolano travertine 7281 222
white Carrara marble 7281 002
SHOWER FOOTBOARD 4080 000 in teak 80 x 80, available also bespoke
Wall facing in golden travertine, filled and brushed,
custom large size, with vein reconstruction, see pp 14 – 15

The decorated glass with its nuances makes the bathroom next to an exotic place,
warm and relaxing as the ancient thermae.
Our decoration technique, through a multi-step process of painting, obtains
an effect of intense colour with streaks of gold.

VETRO

VETRO
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WASHBASIN 7511 008 oval in golden brown decorated
glass dim.40 x 50 x h.15
available also round Ø 40 7510 008

Accessories golden brown decorated glass, Fibra,
see pp. 62 – 63

MIRROR 7502 008 with golden brown decorated glass
frame dim. 70 x 90
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 008
dim. 30 x 110 7504 008

WASHBASIN 7511 000
oval, transparent glass
dim. 40 x 50 x h.15
available also round
Ø 40 7510 000
can be combined with transparent glass frame mirror
7502 000 dim. 70 x 90
7501 000 dim. 70 x 70
7504 000 dim. 30 x 110

WASHBASIN 7511 006 oval, in venetian red decorated glass dim. 40 x 50 x h.15
available also round Ø 40 7510 006
MIRROR 7502 006 with venetian red decorated glass frame dim. 70x90
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 006
dim. 30 x 110 7504 006
Accessories venetian red decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 – 63

VETRO

VETRO
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Bespoke travertine elements

WASHBASIN 7511 015 oval, in copper decorated glass dim. 40 x 50 x h.15
available also round Ø 40 7510 015
Accessories copper decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 – 63

PIETRA

PIETRA

Crop line – classic travertine
1823 000 CUP
Ø 7,5 x h.10
1824 000 SOAP HOLDER
Ø 13,5 x h.3
1828 000 DISPENSER
Ø 7,5 x h. 16
1829 000 CONTAINER
Ø 11,5 x h. 7,5

36

37
Step line – classic travertine

Step line – walnut travertine

1862 000 CUP Ø 9 x h. 10
1861 000 SOAP HOLDER Ø 13 x h. 3
1860 000 DISPENSER Ø 9 x h. 17

1862 001 CUP Ø 9 x h. 10
1861 001 SOAP HOLDER Ø 13 x h. 3
1860 001 DISPENSER Ø 9 x h. 17

Slim line – classic travertine

Slim line – walnut travertine

1832 000 CUP dim. 8 x 8 x 11,5
1831 000 SOAP HOLDER dim. 10 x 21 x h. 3
1830 000 DISPENSER dim. 8 x 8 x h. 17
1833 000 BOWL dim. 11,5 x 16,5 x h. 6,5

1832 001 CUP dim. 8 x 8 x 11,5
1831 001 SOAP HOLDER dim. 10 x 21 x h. 3
1830 001 DISPENSER dim. 8 x 8 x h. 17
1833 001 BOWL dim. 11,5 x 16,5 x h. 6,5

Stendhal line – classic travertine
1822 000 CUP
Ø 7,5 x h.10
1896 000 OVAL SOAP HOLDER
dim. 10 x 15 x h. 2
1820 000 DISPENSER
Ø 7,5 x h. 16
1821 000 ROUND SOAP HOLDER
Ø 12,5 x h. 3
1825 000 BOWL
Ø 18 x h. 3
1826 000 TRAY
Ø 25 x h. 4
1827 000 VASE
Ø 13 x h. 18

Pompei line - red travertine

DISCONTINUED

1842 000 CUP
Ø 7,5 x h.10
1841 000 OVAL SOAP HOLDER
dim. 10 x 14 x h. 2
1840 000 DISPENSER
Ø 7,5 x h.16
1846 000 BOWL
Ø 15 x h. 8
1845 000 TRAY
Ø 25 x h. 4
1847 000 VASE
Ø 13 x h. 18

Travertine accessories, handcrafted, measurements can vary plus or minus a few millimetres.

VETRO

VETRO
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WASHBASIN 7511 010 oval, in gold decorated glass dim. 40 x 50 x h. 15
available also round Ø 40 7510 010
Accessories gold decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 – 63

WASHBASIN 7511 014 oval, in silver decorated glass dim. 40 x 50 x h. 15
available also round Ø 40 7510 014
Accessories silver decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 – 63

VETRO

VETRO
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WASHBASIN 7511 009 oval, in tobacco decorated glass
dim. 40 x 50 x h.15
available also round Ø 40 7510 009
MIRROR 7502 009 with tobacco decorated glass frame
dim.70x90
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 009
dim. 30 x 110 7504 009
Accessories tobacco decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 – 63

Wall facing in white Rapolano travertine with open book effect.

VETRO

VETRO
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WASHBASIN 7511 004 oval, in kimono decorated glass
dim. 40 x 50 x h.15
available also round Ø 40 7510 004
MIRROR 7502 004 with kimono decorated glass frame
dim. 70 x 90
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 004
dim. 30 x 110 7504 004

WASHBASIN 7511 002 oval, in pearl white decorated glass dim. 40 x 50 x h.15
available also round Ø 40 7510 002
MIRROR 7502 002 with pearl white decorated glass frame dim. 70x90
available also dim. 70 x 70 7501 002
dim. 30 x 110 7504 002
Accessories pearl white decorated glass, Fibra, see pp. 62 – 63

002 Pearl White

006 Venetian Red

014 Silver

VETRO

VETRO

003 Emerald green

62
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009 Tobacco

088 Lilac

015 Copper

010 Gold

033 Pistachio

011 Anthracite

007 Turquoise

008 Golden Brown

Fibra line – decorated glass
The accessories Fibra in decorated glass are coordinated with washbasins and mirrors in the same bright colours to
make your bathroom more enjoyable and cozy.

CUP 3522 *
SOAP HOLDER 3524 *
DISPENSER 3520 *

dim. 7 X 7 X h. 9,5
dim. 9 X 13 X h. 3
dim. 6,5 X 6,5 X h. 18

*add color code

007 Azure

114 Pistachio

118 Opal pink

VETRO
64

DISCONTINUED

013 Iris

112 Water green

107 Opal azure

65

210 Gold

DISCONTINUED

110 Toffee

111 Mandarin

214 Venice mirror

219 Galaxy

Corinto line - mosaic
CUP 3312 *

Ø. 8 x h. 9

SOAP HOLDER 3315 * Ø 13 x h. 4
DISPENSER 3310 *

Ø 8 x h. 15

BOWL 3311 *

Ø 12 x h. 6

LOW VASE 3316 *

Ø 10 x h. 16

HIGH VASE 3323 *

Ø 10 x h. 23

* add color code

Accessories Corinto in mosaic made entirely by hand
218 Amethyst

VETRO

003 Green

LEGNO

LEGNO

BATHTUB 7717 001 in teak with internal seat, dim. 90 x 90 x h 102
The access is permitted by bespoke stone steps.
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WASHBASIN 7229 022 rectangular in white Rapolano travertine, dim. 65 x 34 x h.14
available also classic travertine 7229 000
walnut travertine 7229 001
SHELF in teak available bespoke

The cube-shaped wooden bathtub is strongly inspired
to the traditional Japanese Ofuro, the rite according to
which a relaxing bath without the use of soaps
is offered to dearest guests.
Made entirely of teak can be used
by the Japanese way, or as a traditional tub,
particularly suitable for small spaces.
An external staircase, here made of stone, allows an
easy access to the bath, a double internal adjustable
seat, always in teak, makes the ritual of bathing
extremely comfortable.

LEGNO

LEGNO

WASHBASIN 7723 001 oval in teak, dim. 70 x 40,9 x h. 11

68
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BATHTUB 7715 001 rectangular in teak, dim. 170 x 80 x h. 63
provided with teak backrest and leather headrest
Wall facing in classic travertine, large format, vergata, see pp. 14 - 15

WASHBASIN 7724 001 round in teak Ø 46,5 x h11

LEGNO

WASHBASIN 7726 001
top with integrated double sink in teak,
dim. 232 x 42,5 x h.8 brackets included
available also bespoke

70

LEGNO

BATHTUB 7721 001 round in teak, free drainage
Ø 160 x h. 68,5

71
BATHTUB 7722 001 oval in teak dim. 177 x 88 x h.60

Bathtub with shaped staves structure and teak joints of considerable thickness, waterproof lamellar core.
Built and joined according to “finger joint” technique through a special process that operating on shape,
dimension and inclination of single joints, ensures resistance, stability and solidity of the product.
The natural grain of wood gives to the bathroom a distinctly classical inprint, softened by details, which fades in a
romantic and Mediterranean style.
Our sinks and our wooden tubs invite you to a pleasant throwback; teak is a noble wood among the most durable
in the world, extremely water resistant and immune to attack by insects or fungus; is treated with vegetable oils
exclusively, is therefore free of dyes and paints.
Bespoke realizations are possible.

73

RESINA

RESINA
Wall facing in walnut travertine, unfilled and brushed, standard format 40,6 x 61; bespoke shower tray in
white Rapolano travertine.
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WASHBASIN 5820 303 round, in resin and green emerald glass splinters, Ø45 x h.15
available in various colors.
Accessories in resin and green emerald glass splinters, Positano see pp. 84 - 85

75

RESINA

RESINA
WASHBASIN 5820 403 round, in resin and green glass pearls, Ø 45 x h.15
available in various colors.
Accessories in resin and green glass pearls, Positano see pp. 84 - 85

74

75

WASHBASIN 5820 407 round, in resin and ultramarine glass pearls, Ø 45 x h.15
available in various colors.

77

RESINA

RESINA

Accessories in resin and ultramarine glass pearls, Positano see pp. 84 – 85

Washbasins in resin with splinters or glass pearls complement and give a
bright atmosphere to the bathroom; accessories, useful and refined, meeting
style to the most common needs highlighting a concept of elegance that starts
right from the attention to detail.
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WASHBASIN 5820 307 round, in resin and turquoise glass splinters, Ø 45 x h.15
available in various colors
accessories in resin and turquoise glass splinters, Positano see pp. 84 – 85
TOP 7434 022 in white Rapolano travertine filled and brushed, dim. 55 x 130 x h.7
available also in classic travertine 7434 000
golden travertine 7434 010
brushed slate 7434 001

RESINA

MIRROR 7295 022 with white Rapolano travertine frame dim. 70 x 90
available dim. 70 x 70 7501 022
SHOWER TRAY 7280 222 in white Rapolano travertine filled and brushed dim. 80 x 80 x h 5
available also in classic travertine 7280 200
walnut travertine 7280 201
golden travertine 7280 210
white Carrara marble 7280 202

79

RESINA

BRACKET 7999 000 chrome brass

SHOWER FOOTBOARD 4080 000 in teak 80 x 80
Wall facing in white Rapolano travertine filled and brushed, large format, see pp. 14 - 15
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WASHBASIN 5820 309 round, in resin and caramel glass splinters, Ø 45 x h.15
available in various colors.
Accessories in resin and caramel glass splinters, Positano see pp. 84 – 85

RESINA
80

WASHBASIN 5820 310 round, in resin and coke glass splinters, Ø 45 x h.15
available in various colors.
Accessories in resin and coke glass splinters, Positano, see pp. 84 – 85

RESINA

81

81

83

RESINA

RESINA
WASHBASIN 5820 402 round, in resin and amber glass pearls, Ø 45 x h.15
available in various colors
WASHBASIN 5820 000 in resin and river stones, Ø 45 x h.15
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accessories in resin and amber glass pearls, Positano see pp. 84 – 85
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000 River stones

402 Amber glass pearls

303 Emerald green glass splinters

307 Turquoise glass splinters

403 Green glass pearls

407 Ultramarine glass pearls

309 Caramel glass splinters

310 Coke glass splinters

Positano line – resin

RESINA

CUP 5812 000 in resin and river stone 			

dim. 7 x 7 x h. 10.5

CUP 5812 * in resin and glass splinters 		

dim. 7 x 7 x h. 10.5

SOAP HOLDER 5811 000 in resin and river stone

dim. 15 x 10 x h. 2.5

SOAP HOLDER 5811 * in resin and glass splinters

dim. 15 x 10 x h. 2.5

DISPENSER 5810 000 in resin and river stone		

dim. 6.5 x 6.5 x h. 15

DISPENSER 5810 * in resin and glass splinters		

dim. 6.5 x 6.5 x h. 15

CONTAINER 5815 000 in resin and river stone		

dim. 9 x 9 x 10.5

CONTAINER 5815 * in resin and glass splinters		

dim. 9 x 9 x 10.5

CUP 5812 * in resin and glass pearl 			

dim. 7 x 7 x h. 10.5

* add color code

SOAP HOLDER 5811 * in resin and glass pearl		

dim. 15 x 10 x h. 2.5

DISPENSER 5810 * in resin and glass pearl		

dim. 6.5 x 6.5 x h. 15

CONTAINER 5815 * in resin and glass pearl		

dim. 9 x 9 x 10.5

Positano resin accessories can be coordinated to washbasins in the same finishes.
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RESINA

Positano line – resin

* add color code
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WASHBASIN
DRAIN
7995 000
chrome up&down
h. 75
WASHBASIN
DRAIN 7996 000
Chrome ﬁxed
h. 75

SHOWER TRAY
DRAIN
7993 000 chrome

WASHBASIN
DRAIN
7990 000 chrome
Complete with
extensible siphon
for art. 7219

SIPHON
7994 000
chrome brass

Boxart manufactures its products entirely in Italy
using mostly local materials.
Most of the products in catalogue, ﬂoors and walls facings,
are available bespoke, also in other stones.
Please contact our technical department for a quote.

BRACKET
7999 000
chrome 48 x 4 x 4

BRACKET
7997 000
chrome
35 x 2.5 x 2.5
BRACKET
7989 000
chrome
35 x 2.5 x 2.5
for wall-hung
washbasins

COMPONENTI MONTAGGIO
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BRACKET
7998 000
chrome
With towel rail art.
7536 length 35

STAINLESS
STEEL
STRUCTURE
7895 000
for art. 7322 h. 76
STAINLESS
STEEL POST
7890 000 h. 72

Technical sheets are available on our website
or may be obtained from our technical department.
Interior surfaces of bathtubs and sinks in travertine are ﬁlled,
smoothed and treated with water-repellent; external surfaces are
unﬁlled, polished to maintain the pleasant porosity of travertine.
Tops in travertine are ﬁlled, treated with water-repellent
and may be polished or brushed.
Surfaces of marble articles are polished.
All of our sinks, bathtubs and shower trays are monolithic,
that is made from a single block of stone.
This makes it unique and valuable every single element and allows you to have,
even within the rectangular washbasins, slightly rounded corners
therefore easy to clean.
Maintenance
Articles in stone: can be cleaned with mild soap and water using
a soft sponge. We recommend that you always dry products
to prevent lime deposits. Every 6 months or so can be useful
deal the articles with a water repellent product for natural stone.
Wood products: can be cleaned with mild soap and water using
a soft sponge. We recommend that you always dry products for
prevent lime deposits. Periodically is recommended, but not necessary,
to pass a vegetable oil speciﬁc for the wood on the objects.
Resin and glass Articles: can be cleaned with mild soap and water
using a soft sponge. We recommend that you always dry products
to prevent lime deposits.

1.

General Sales Terms and Conditions

Orders are subject to final acceptance by the manufacturer.
Packaging features shall be chosen by the manufacturer exclusively.
No disputes of any kind shall authorize the customer to defer payments.
The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes or withdraw products at any time, without notice.
Payment terms specified in invoice are mandatory. Non-compliance with the same shall result in the application of
interest at the official discount rate increased by five points.
Dispatch and delivery dates are not binding, therefore in case of any delays from manufacturer’s side, the customer
shall not be authorized to cancel the order or claim compensation of any kind.
It’s important that installation is carried out by real skilled people; the manufacturer declines any responsibility for
incorrect installation.
The order shall imply acceptance of the General Sales Terms and Conditions. The Court of Florence shall have full
jurisdiction over any disputes which may rise.

Goods are sold Ex Works from manufacturer’s plant and/or detached warehouse and transport of goods shall take
place at customer’s own risk, who is obliged to inspect goods on arrival and to contest possible damages to the courier
directly, also for free port deliveries. The delivery should be always accepted “goods unchecked”. In case of damages
the recipient shall notify Boxart no later than 3 days from goods receipt by means of a registered letter.
On behalf of the customer, we’ll arrange for shipment of goods by courier of our choice.
Goods are insured.
Returned goods and claims
Boxart shall only accept the restitution of faulty products recognized to have manufacturing defects, upon authorization.
The manufacturer shall either credit the amount of goods returned or replace the same, with exclusion of any further
actions such as compensation or reimbursement of any direct or indirect damages which may derive from the installation
of the defective material. Moreover, the manufacturer shall reserve the right to inspect the faulty material previously and
in case, credit the purchase value to the customer subsequently.
Each consignment shall be considered accepted if no complaints are received within 5 days from receipt of goods. Only
complaints which are sent by means of a registered letter enclosing a photocopy of the relevant packing list will be taken
in consideration.

VIZI e VIRTÙ di BOXART

Terms of Carriage

Possible returns shall be delivered free port at our headquarters.
In relation to floor covering and wall facing we don’t accept claims after installation.
Pictures and descriptions of our articles are only intended to represent them and without obligation of faithful execution,
shades may change lightly and so about this we don’t accept claims. Products made from natural materials may show
shades, vain and structure variations: these differences must be considered features and not defects.
2.

Bespoke works

Boxart shall reserve the right to assess the feasibility of special orders, in each individual case, establishing the price
and delivery terms for each particular order.
Written approval of working drawings will be required to the customer, through which he undertakes to verify dimensions
and compatibility with other elements out fromBOXART
our production.
srl - Via F. Fontana, 28 - 50144 Firenze
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